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I have the impression that Terray had a huge prestige in France. Even politicians in time could testify
that among them there were many that a young man would approach of the terrains because they

knew him as a great alpinist. Personally I was impressed by the way my 'dear' Terray and also
Dumont were able to juggle with the free and rational, at the same time with a strong will, with the
lack of equipment, food, money, oxygen and so many other things, and do what they came to do.
They were always ready to give something if they could help you, a call for help here, a lost hat

there, it was a part of their training. Forgive the long comment but I'd love to get another
information and details about Lionel Terray... On this picture we can distinguish the various colors of
the large cap of Lionel Terray. He will always do that even when he won't be seen in the back! Well,

and you as an alpinist just have to do your best... In recent times I have discovered a beautiful
photograph of Lionel Terray taken by Béatrice Barrillot. Lionel sits at the base of the Walker peak in
Peru in the 50s, he is waiting, hands on his knees, for his climbing partners Nicolas Terray and Eric

Simon. They were the first alpinists to attempt the Walker in 1952. I'm proud to be one of the
witnesses of Terray in these photos, who is amazing. Happy Birthday, my dear Lionel! And many

wishes for the next years! Lionel Terray was a charismatic character, I knew the Dutchman who did
the Eiger rescue with him. In 1957 he made an attempt to climb the Zinaler in the Carpathians and

was killed there. http://www.esn.kuleuven.be/~keerre/images/terray.pdf Thanks to Bob
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By the way, a true stranger in the Alps? There is no doubt! In the history of the European climbing in
the last 100 years, to Lionel Terray was added in a few years of his life the patrimony of his personal
skills, and his active career in the world of the climb around 1950. A true outsider, then! And yet for

all this, the French film-maker, Victor Kalinin, who recently made some remarkable documentary
films about Patagonia, made a movie, true analysis of his character and personality, by talking about

him and his motivations, and which was screened in a program more than 50 years later. This was
the personal documentary film "Lionel Terray avec des empreintes en verre sur son corps", produced

in 1966, and which shows a portrait of the Frenchman in his terrain. The bibliography which
accompanies this text shows the documents in order to identify the whole work we are writing. This

short article on the great Lionel Terray is one of the findings of the study "Lionel Terray avec des
empreintes en verre sur son corps", produced and shown in the French documentary film "Lionel

Terray avec des empreintes en verre sur son corps", 1966, by Victor Kalinin. For the alpine
mountaineer Lionel Terray died while he was ascending to the summit of the Grand Capucin (3666
m), in north of the Vercors, on 19 September 1965, at the age of 44. Lionel took part in the climb to
the Zinal-Meroger Transalpines in the years 1959 and 1960, in the Chacraraju expedition in 1963,

and the Annapurna expedition in the year 1950. His 6 years of practice as a big wall climber,
especially in the Cascade, showed on a high plateau. On the north face of the Eiger, in 1954, Lionel
and Jean Couzy were the first to climb the difficult "north wall" on the south face of the Eiger, using
the classic Lunzina line, which shows a great attention to safety and the responsibility of care of the

group. 5ec8ef588b
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